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ON THE TOPOGRAPHY OF THE PRODUCTION
STRUCTURES IN THE CAPITAL CENTERS OF THE FIRST BULGARIAN
KINGDOM
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One of the major topics in the contemporary studies of the Middle Ages
has always been and still is the problem of the development of the medieval
town. In the middle of the XX century a new, particular branch appeared in the
general studies of the Middle Ages - the study of urbanization; that sets the
beginning of a new tendency in studying the town, mainly as a historic and
economic phenomenon. In that respect, the interest focused on the town
structures of medieval Bulgaria is hardly arbitrary. Almost all main problems in
the Bulgarian history are connected with the town: the whole administrative and
clerical life in the country was concentrated in the towns; the problems
concerning the fortified buildings, the army organization, the making of
armaments were closely connected with the town; the cultural and political life of
the country; the development of trade and crafts, were also unbreakable part of
the town life.
A major part in the urban structure of the first capital centers of the
Bulgarian Kingdom takes the spatial localization of the production structures,
which are part of the conceptual model of the early-medieval Bulgarian town. As
a town and production structure, the territorial-spatial characteristics of the town,
have a certain influence on all spheres of its foundation and development. Thus,
the problems connected with the architectural structure in the urban settlements,
the status of the citizens and the organization of the economic and production
work in the Bulgarian early-medieval capitals, have many times been discussed
and still take up a central place in the present scientific research discussions. In
that aspect, the history of the Bulgarian early-medieval town with its topographic
and social-economic characteristics has driven the attention of the researchers,
and especially the attention of the archeologists in the recent years. On that level
of studying and research work, however, there is a certain lack of thorough
general studies on questions that concern not only the structuring of the occupied
town space, but also the spatial localization of the production and economic
structures of the Bulgarian medieval town.
The aim of the present announcement is to follow and discuss the spatial
localization and the chronology of the production structures on the basis of the
archeological data, as they were once part of the urban building and construction
of the first capitals Pliska and Preslav.
Using the data from the archeological research work, as a main source of
information in studying the problems of the Bulgarian medieval town, was
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grounded in the 60s of the XX century1. Some interesting attempts were made
indeed in recent years so that the results on the history of the Bulgarian town and
all its forms be summarized. Though, considering the importance of that problem
some research works, based on different materials, at present have a rather
common nature' (due to the gained facts and materials).
The interest in the spatial structure of the first capitals of the Bulgarian
Kingdom, Pliska and Veliki Preslav, which are the most significant town centers
in all Middle Ages at all, is based on the circumstance that during all that period
these towns were main centers of the administrative, political, economical and
cultural life. The localization of the production centers in both capital towns of
the Bulgarian state and in the nearby surroundings, could be viewed in two
different dimensions - geographic and topographic, that is with respect to their
place in the local settlement systems.
The geographical localization of the production centers is determined by
certain circumstances, and basically: the main ore deposits of the raw materials
/iron-ore deposits, clay and stone quarries, woods and others/, the markets, the
position of the road system, the presence of constant water resources, the workers
and other elements connected with the production and realization of the ready
production. In that respect, the first two capital centers of the Bulgarian state took
the lead. That is so because these two towns have been extensively researched.
Since ancient times our lands had been famous for their ore deposits and
exploitation. The mine exploitation did not stop its progress even in the Middle
Ages. In VIII-X century a number of regions were integrated within the borders
of the First Bulgarian Kingdom, which had rich ore-deposits earlier exploited by
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the Thracians3. The Balkan raw material province was famous for its deposits of
gold, copper, lead, zinc and iron4. Such deposits were situated in Stara planina,
The Rodopes, Rila and some mountains in Macedonia. The raw-material
production, in different ways, in the form of ore or semi-manufactured goods,
clay, animal or vegetal production had reached the main centers of craft trade in
VII-X century. According to the archeological data from Pliska and Preslav
various crafts had been practiced: blacksmith's trade, goldsmith's trade,
coppersmith's trade, stone-cutting trade, masonry, pottery-making trade, brickmaking trade, bone-processing, glass-making trade, carpentry trade, leatherworking trade, weaving trade, tailoring trade, jewellery-making trade and some
others5. There is some kind of specificity in their development and mainly in
their spreading: the territorial position was often determined not by the closeness
to the raw material sources but by the conditions of the production work - the
presence of the needed workshops and structures in the given region which had
their priorities in manipulation of the raw material and the ready-to-use products;
the presence of qualified workers. Probably the sale conditions, of the ready
production were of great importance.
In a situation of domination of small-ware market and weak commoditymoney relations, the sale of the ready production determined the existence of a
certain kind of production. That's the reason why the most developed metalworking centers in Pliska and Preslav were settled far from the raw-material
sources /Stara planina and the Karpathians/. It was the same situation in the most
highly-developed regions of textile trade, Tuskan and Flandria, which relied
basically on the transport wave, and the highly developed métallurgie centers
were situated far from the raw material sources (Paris).
The general state of the engineering infrastructure was of great
importance for the geographical and topographical spreading of the crafts - the
presence and the good repair of the roads, bridges, water catchment, water canals.
The main continental trade roads cross the eastern part of Balkan peninsula from the Baltic to Constantinopole and Asia, from Caucasus to Adriatic and from
Central and Western Europe through the Straits to the Near East and Lesser Asia.
Three roads of great importance cross Dobrudja region: Krajdunavski (along the
river Danube), Krajmorski (along the seaside) and Noviodunum-MarcianopolisDeultum6. The foundation of the state centers in Pliska field changes the purpose
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and destination of the old Roman roads. Some of these roads turn from main to
roads of secondary importance and vice versa. Some others gradually lose their
economic and trade status. The main road which connects the Danube and the
regions in the south through Pliska with the coastal line in the area of OdesosVarna has a great influence over the economical development of the capital
centers of the Bulgarian state. An important place in that transport corridor takes
the famous "Great Northern road" from IX century, which was known as "H3
Bapar B rpeKH"- "Iz varjag v greki". It started from the coasts of the Baltic Sea,
went along the River Neva and the Lake Ladoj, the river Volohova, the lake
limen, the river Lovata, downstream the river Dnepar and reached the Black sea.
People travelling at sea reached the Byzantine capital and most probably the
Bulgarian ports.
There are interesting facts about the trade business between Russia in the
region of Kiev and Byzantine empire in the first half of X century in the literary
work "Za upravlenieto na imperijata" (De administrando imperio) of the
Byzantine writer Konstantin Bagrenorodni7. That gives evidence that the
merchants from Kiev had to cross Bulgarian lands on their way to Tsarigrad. In
that case, undoubtedly, the merchants from Kiev stopped for a while in the
settlements situated along the coastline of the Black Sea, and made contacts with
the local people or with the merchants from Pliska and Veliki Preslav,
exchanging goods.
The most specific physic-geographic characteristic which had a strong
effect on the construction and development of the production centers in the
regions of the capitals of the First Bulgarian Kingdom was their natural
fortification. The Danube, The Black Sea and Stara Planina acted like natural
barriers and protected the territorial core of the state and its capitals in moments
of crisis. That guaranteed the economical development and prosperity of the
capitals8. Along with the old town centers with the course of time, new towns had
been founded which became part of the economic life of the Bulgarian state.
There were eighty towns 9 only in the downstream area of the Danube according
to an announcement from "IloBecTb BpeweHHbix fier". Among them as an
important center in IX-X century was the town of Preslavets (Little Preslavets),
which took an essential part in the transit trade of the capitals of Pliska and
Veliki Preslav.
The extremely favorable and diverse natural and weather conditions
undoubtedly furthered the quick and effective adaptation of the Slavs and
ProtoBulgarians to the environment in the region of Bulgaria of the Danube
(North Bulgaria). The two ethnos settled separately and that resulted in
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establishing town structures and organization and development of a production
process in the . early medieval Bulgarian state. In other words there were
preconditions for the laying of the foundations of the social-economic structure
and organization of the Bulgarian state.
The great potential of the natural resources within the boundaries of the
First Bulgarian Kingdom, provided the production centers in Pliska and Veliki
Preslav with the needed raw-materials.
That did not only further the
development of the craft production trade, but predetermined the high
demographic capacity and mobility in the capital centers. A compact net of
stationary settlements, production and trade structures were gradually formed and
developed around the capital towns from the end of VIII to the beginning of the
XI century. There are still many archeological traces to announce that fact. But
the importance should be focused on the settlement landscape, that is the
settlements themselves, where the very relationships among the people
concentrated - social status, trade and production contacts and others. By its
character, the town systems like Pliska and Veliki Preslav undoubtedly interacted
with the agrarian forms of living; that becomes obvious from the numerous
farming implements found during the archeological excavations 10 . Agriculture,
along with the crafts, was an important, if not a main occupation in the
economical life of the Bulgarian capitals. That circumstance had a certain effect
on the town-demographic model of the capital centers.
In spatial-architectural aspect, the production complexes /quarters/ were
almost always situated outside the living quarters, that is in the "External town".
The "External town", by its nature, was a center of economical life. The ordinary
people lived there; the fields, gardens and the various workshops were
concentrated in the External town. It was obligatory that all hazardous crafts and
working processes connected with high temperature and risk of pollution and fire
be situated outside the town walls. Spatially, the sacred buildings had the
domineering part in the External town. The impressive clerical buildings, the
domes and the monasteries most of which were centers of craft trade, were also
situated there; the open markets where the peasants from the nearby villages
gathered. The developing crafts and various trades turned Pliska and Veliki
Preslav into main trading towns contrary to the villages.
Along with other town settlements in the First Bulgarian Kingdom Pliska
and Veliki Preslav were given the name "poleis"11 that is, they came as a product
of a more developed economical kind of life with strong division of labor.
Though the two capitals had different degree of urbanization they were indeed a
unique anglomeration of productive people (mainly farmers and craftsmen) and
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people who were not engaged in agricultural and handicraft work (boyars,
soldiers, clerks, clergymen). Gradually that anglomeration that came as a result
of economic, demographic and social-political processes, turned in the following
centuries a number of settlements into important town centers with a
considerable number of people at the time.
A series of factors of different character had some effect on the
production architecture and area planning, for example: the type of production,
the nature of the products, the sources and the type of the raw material, the
general state of the energy resources and other elements connected with the
organization and realization of the production processes.
An essential point for the spatial localization of the production structures
is their architectural aspect - the plan, size and the construction, the type, number
and parameters of the economic buildings and structures. The available research
data about the production architecture in Bulgaria in the early Middle Ages are
still limited and a detailed analysis is hard to carry out. The smallest production
forms are the already settled workshops. They are the smallest production units
with permanent servicing and maintaining substructure. Most frequently these
production units, spatially and functionally, were a separate part of a town form,
part of the household of. the particular citizen, respectively. That issue
corresponds directly to the structure of the town forms. The combination of
several similar units was the beginning of the production center of each
settlement or production quarter. Indeed, that smallest production form of the
town structure was part of the village or bigger town structure.
The production quarters, along with the grand building of ground defense
ramparts, stone fortifying systems, churches and monasteries, changed to a
certain extent the general outlook of the "internal" and "external town" of the
capital centers, as the whole construction of the infrastructure of Pliska and
Veliki Preslav. That progress in building in both capitals as well as the need of
new production relations in IX-X century, strongly influenced on the economic
specialization, the territorial topography of the building economic systems, and
last but not least the professional deeds- of the people in the capital. The
topographic analysis of the settlements near the capitals shows that the public
works and the production activities, the hydrosystems, the road communications
and other elements of the urbanization caused a strong effect not only on the
economic specialization and nature of the production activities of the inhabitants,
but also on the .special-typical grouping of the craft structures. For example all
types of production work which needed water and water energy were situated
near water sources or water basins. A good example in that respect is the region
of the present dryland Asar dere which occupies the western half of the so called
External town of Pliska. Due the presence of natural water in that region part of
the living buildings and production quarters of the capital were established there.
Other part of the production work was concentrated near the roads that crossed
the border regions on the territory of the town. In general, the available
information from the archeological research work concerns mainly a later period
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of the existence of the town - IX-XI century. The geophysical research carried
out in the region of Asar dere in the years after 1996 undoubtedly testify to an
earlier period of life dated back from VIII - the beginning of the IX century12.
These are mainly mounds of remnants from the production work - burned timber
mixed with great amount of ceramic objects. The grey ceramics was typical for
the production process - ceramic objects with polished edges, ceramic objects
with engraved decoration, and some fragments of ceramic objects made of red
and brown painted yellow ceramics, typical for the lands south of the Danube.
The local people lived in dug buildings with walls constructed of stones and clay
cement. The houses were piled with waste products, consisted mainly fragment
iron objects and processed colour metals. The craft objects found in that period
testify to a certain kind of production work that required high-qualified
specialization for the making of glass objects and window pane. We must also
mention the workshops that specialized in making fine blacksmith objects and
color metal decorations. There are some working tools which confirm that fact:
the clay pots for founding and melting-pots for processing bronze as well as
some traces of semi-manufactured goods and production waste of colour metal.
Probably in the craftsmen's quarter near Asar dere ordinary kitchen and polished
cooking ceramic works were made. Undoubtedly, in VIII-IX century there were
many craftsmen's quarters along Asar dere with highly-specialized production
work.
Later this highly-specialized production work decentralized, that
probably came as a result of the needs of the ruler and the court center.
Outside the walls of the Internal town there was a glass workshop with
many melting stoves dated back to IX-X century 13 . The ceramic workshop
for pottery firing dated back to the same time. It was placed under a shed
set against the west wall of the fortress 14 .
There were other workshops for making metal objects situated along the
fortified walls15 and other places in the Internal town of Pliska16.
The production center situated in Asar dere was covered with thick layers
of earth, one meter in thickness that came as a result of the erosion and the
agricultural work in the External town of Pliska. In X-XI century on the
12
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completely transformed area many dug in houses were placed, mainly abodes of
people who were engaged in agricultural work. Some researchers consider that in
that late period of the development of Pliska; the big earth rampart was made
which aim was to protect the people living in the region and at the same time to
secure peace in the numerous mansions.
,
It is the same situation with the second capital center of the First
Bulgarian Kingdom Veliki Preslav. The archeological research work presents, in
general, the outlines of the topography of the production constructions that were
connected with the various craft works in the town and the surroundings. The
main production structures in IX-X century were concentrated on the either
banks of Rumska reka and along the river Ticha17. There are archeological data in
other places in Veliki Preslav which give evidence for production constructions
connected with different kinds of production work in IX-X century. There are
profound research data announcing the development of craft trade in the
monasteries around Preslav. In that respect it is worth mentioning the problem
concerning the territorial localization of the monasteries around Preslav. Some
of them were established beyond the boundaries of the town, some others were
situated in the town itself. The monasteries outside the town are: "Saint
Pantelimon", the monastery in the region of Pod Vulkashina, Avradaka,
Tuzlaluka. In the town itself: the monastery in the region of Cheresheto, in the
"Selishte" quarter and around "Kruglata tsarkva".
The different topographic approach in the building of the monasteries in
Veliki Preslav was determined not by the nature of the monastery collective farm
work, but mostly by their effect on the medieval Bulgarian society. On one hand
it was. the ideal for living an aiscetic kind of life that led to the building of
monasteries outside the "towns and villages so that the monks and nuns could
have the freedom to pray in peace and seclusion, far from the laity. On the other
hand there were monasteries in the town center itself for a stronger effect on the
believers. The archeological research data on some monasteries record that they
were not only places for prayers and literary work, but also centers of different
craft trades and basically centers of artistically-made ceramic works and painted
icons. An important part in the production work in the monasteries takes a
number of other production activities. Undoubtedly, the monastery clergy ran the
various production metal works. Most probably in the discovered jewellery
workshops, the monks-craftsmen made small metal objects and ornaments as a
souvenir from the monastery. There were more data on that topic in the
monasteries in Patlejna, Tuzlaluka, Pod Zabuite and some others. Obviously as in
the other medieval monasteries the greater part of the craft trade was
concentrated in the hands of the monks. That is a great moment which develops
to a great extent our knowledge and concepts of the role of the medieval
17
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Bulgarian black clergy18. Separate monasteries turn not only into religious
centers but also centers for social activities so that the ordinary people could gain
moral and material values. In that respect the establishment of the monasteries as
an element of the urban and social structure of the capital centers contribute to
the further formation of Pliska and Veliki Preslav as religious, production and
cultural centers.
From the already mentioned facts and data it could be concluded that the
territorial-spatial characteristics were of great importance for the urban outlook
of the medieval Bulgarian town. There was also a strong connection between the
territorial characteristics of the town and the social-economic processes. There
are other crucial factors which stimulated the economic development of the town
and its urbanization: the concentration in the town space of militaryadministrative, economic, cultural, religious, trade and cultural activities. We
should also mention here the central place of the two capitals and highly
developed transport system north of the Danube, east to the Black sea ports and
south to the narrows of Stara planina.
Practically, a number of essential changes are carried out in the town area
and the surroundings concerning the extending, building and differentiation of
the urban structures - these are important urban factors always in constant
dynamic processes of developing. Undoubtedly, along with the architecturalurban renovation of the fortified town cores of the two capitals of the First
Bulgarian Kingdom, production and economic structures of the urban economy
are established and expended territorially. Practically that led not only to the
absorption but also to the establishment of separate units in the urban space
which gradually acquired different functions: political, economic, cultural and
some others. The dynamics in their building and development, points the
internal-political and economical state of the Bulgarian state and mainly of the
first capital centers in the early period of their existence.
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